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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TLC Secure, Inc. is pleased to offer Invisible Internet (NVIS), an access token that is a passport to TSN, the TLC SafeConnect
Network . TSN is a distributed network of VPNs with decentralized management domains. In addition to a secure Ethereum
blockchain, it is essentially a new Internet of private networks behaving like the public network, while being essentially
"invisible" on the public network.
Security Joining TSN gives users an "invisibility cloak" for host computers, protecting vital system services (such as blockchain
nodes) from port and protocol hacking and costly, disruptive DDoS attacks or theft. Hackers can't hack what they can't see.
Privacy will be a key competitive edge as well as core service of TSN. Participating nodes will have the ability to switch off the
public Internet and use only TSN, or use private Communities they join or create.
The Invisible Internet TSN will have its own DNS, DHCP and IP management, with its own domain name registration service
and distributed firewalls. Alternative search engines, IPFM and video services and more secure messaging via Telegram will be
added. In effect, it will be a brand-new Internet. This offers vast entrepreneurial opportunities for commerce.
Content The unique community name feature of TSN will allow for Content Marketing. As well as streaming video andd audio,
TSN has opportunities for negotiation with premium content providers to accept 3EMU as a universal access token for payper-view or subscriptions. This will allow TSN to become similar to a global cable service for a vast range of programs and
online events.

The NVIS Token

.

NVIS offers the Ethereum advantages of PoW, PoS and Solidity Smart Contracts but as part of the TLC SafeConnect
Network, adds encryption and cloaking to mitigate disruptions and hacks.
Our name NVIS reflects our network – we build on Ethereum with TLC technology to produce the best and most
secure blockchain system.
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ABOUT TLC SECURE, INC.
TLC Secure, Inc. is a network security products and consultancy startup in Northern California, USA. Among our
products is WirelessWall, a proven, multi-platform FIPS certified layer 2 encryption technologies used by
government and large enterprises to secure wireless campus and sensor networks. We also created SafeConnect,
an award-winning fast, efficient layer 2 over layer 3 VPN with built-in firewall.

1. OVERVIEW
1.1. MISSION STATEMENT
“Our mission is to provide a secure, distributed and robust public/private network for blockchains”

1.1.1 BLOCKCHAIN KEY FEATURES
Blockchain technology represents a revolutionary change in the way organizations conduct business transactions.
It is, fundamentally, a distributed ledger and database. The key features are:
Redundancy – each node in the network communicates with peer nodes that maintain redundant copies of
transactions.
Consensus -- nodes synchronize to ensure they have the same, current information.
Immutability – the transactions cannot be modified. This is achieved by methods of verifying integrity of the chain
with each transaction.
Disintermediation – because transaction integrity is synonymous with blockchain integrity, there is no need to
have special trust relationships with 3rd parties.

1.1.2 BLOCKCHAIN TOPOLOGY
Blockchains are predominantly distributed networks. Data networks were historically either centralized, or
decentralized (see figure 1). Blockchains have no central administration and are a network of peers.
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Figure 1 – network topologies
In distributed networks with peer-to-peer nodes, there is a need for peer-to-peer security. Because there can be
many blockchains, there is also a need to have communities of blockchains to determine peer relationships.

1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
1.2.1 VULNERABILITIES
The problem is, despite the blockchain scale, nodes are individually subject to Denial of Service attacks that can
take down strategically significant nodes and risk overwhelming other nodes as transactions are processed suboptimally. Blockchain.info reports over 23,000 Bitcoin nodes since the network went operational, but a scan of
current status reveals only a few hundred are active at any given time. An example of the vulnerability was March
2017 when the Bitcoin Unlimited network suffered a shutdown of 500 of its 800 nodes by exploits of its protocols.
Bitcoin Classic experienced a similar cyberattack shortly after.
Vulnerabilities in TCP/IP network services can be a major weakness in blockchain networks. Any given host can
have up to 65,535 TCP and UDP ports. There are 1,024 commonly used ports for well-known services, such as FTP,
SSH, HTTP, SMTP, DNS, etc. The services and applications communicating through open ports on hosts have
vulnerabilities that attackers can exploit to cause damage to the hosts. For example, during the March 2017
Bitcoin Unlimited attacks discussed above, vulnerabilities in the bitcoin service running on TCP port 8333 were
exploited to execute a denial of service (DoS) attack against the Bitcoin Unlimited nodes. Ports that are unused,
but not secured, can also be used by malicious software as backdoors. Network vulnerability scanners, such as
Nessus by Tenable, and online databases, including Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) contain
thousands of publicly known vulnerabilities, exploits, backdoors, and trojans in network services and applications.
A list of many of the trojans using ports is given in ref 4.
If TCP ports are like Swiss cheese for network nodes, it would seem the solution would be to have an alternative to
TCP/IP networks or at the very least, to plug the holes. The Internet is founded on TCP/IP, and the vast body of
network implementations and applications make it infeasible to use other protocols. Because of the diversity of
hosts and network configurations, each blockchain node is managed by different individuals and organizations that
have wide variance in the level of sophistication of administrators with respect to network security

1.2.2 MARKET FORCES
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More of our lives are transferred onto the Internet daily. This creates more opportunity for our data to be
stolen, hacked, filtered or misused. Privacy has become almost impossible.
There is also increased data vulnerability. One of the main forces driving the market for privacy and security
solutions is the vast market to collect or steal and sell personal information. Other forces include:
1) REMOTE WORKFORCES NEED SAFE CONNECTION TO CORPORATE SERVERS
Every year more work is done by freelancers. Having a safe connection to corporate servers becomes more
urgent. Small businesses also require secure communications, but creating their own VPN can be a financial
and technical challenge. This is a more conventional use for VPNs.

2) GROWTH OF CYBER THREATS
Every year the number of cyberattacks increases followed by a greater awareness of the need for
countermeasures. Companies and individuals tend to change their online behavior in response to
cyberattacks, resulting in rapid expansion of VPN market.
3) EXPLOSIVE GROWTH OF BLOCKCHAINS AND CRYPTOCURRENCIES
More blockchains for enterprises and institutions add cost and risk to provide security. Cryptocurrencies represent
a unique risk due to the possibility of disruption of operations having a direct impact on transaction settlements
and if the disruption or outage is large enough, can negatively affect the price of the currencies being traded.

4) WESTERN COUNTRIES BECOME ACCUSTOMED TO VPN SERVICES
At present, the primary countries using VPN are in Asia. As governments around the world develop more
sophisticated monitoring, the number of people looking for Internet privacy solutions worldwide is rapidly
increasing. Both China and Russia recently announced they are banning VPNs, demonstrating that they are in
fact monitoring network activity. In other words, no privacy in those countries.
5) GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION
Another tendency is for governments to exploit our connected world to intrude into our private lives, our
finances and activities. The more we are on the Internet this intrusion will only increase.
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Google trends graph for VPN days after USA Congress Overturned Internet Privacy Regulation.
Keeping the current world situation and visible trends in mind, increasingly people are growing concerned about
their privacy. According to one study, the use of ad blockers has risen by more than 40% (198 million monthly
active users in total). After recent Federal Communications Commission (FCC) change of regulations, the search for
privacy solution in USA has skyrocketed.
According to Market Research Future project report: “the global VPN market is expected to reach at USD 106
billion by end of year 2022 with compound annual growth rate of 13%.”
VPN can be used to provide a security layer to both private and public networks such as WiFi Hotspots and
the Internet. Organizations operating in healthcare and telecommunication industry deal with sensitive
information that needs to be protected constantly. Hackers are mostly targeting these industries due to very
high price of data in black market. The same study shows that “currently, the world is experiencing more than
half million attacks every minute, which will rise due to high technology proliferation”.
Keeping these trends in mind (increasing demand after privacy policy changes in multiple countries,
increasing cybercrime, IoT and growing dependence on online services) the need to restore privacy on the
Internet is becoming essential to counter the serious threat posed to both personal liberty and business
security. Restoring privacy has become a salient global trend worldwide. Once launched, the TLC SafeConnect
Network will help users restore privacy, providing peace of mind while conducting personal and business life.

1.3. TLC SOLUTION
1.3.1 PRODUCT
The solution we propose is to have a blockchain with integrated peer-to-peer Layer 2 encryption between nodes.
Our product, SafeConnect L2P2P is a layer 2 over layer 3 VPN so from the inner perspective of the node, all ports
are available.

1.3.2 SOLUTION
From the outer perspective of the node (the Internet side), all TCP ports are closed and filtered by iptables, except
for the port used as a funnel for communication with a named community of peers.
7

The benefits of this architecture include:
● Reducing the outside attack surface
● Cloaking inter-node communication
● Normal intra-node communication
● Sealing all unused ports
● Eliminating threat of external packet-injection
● Improves the uptime and performance of blockchain nodes
The secure community can be limited to stakeholders and participants, while retaining the key benefits of the
blockchain – redundancy, consensus and immutability between peers.

1.3.3. COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
The following tables compare typical VPN provider, TOR and the TLC Network.

The specific vulnerabilities of conventional VPN clients are shown below. SafeConnect scores significantly
higher for protection from penetration, sniffing or spoofing. Additionally, the “invisible” IPs can’t be tracked
or blocked.
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1.4. APPROACH
1.4.1 PHASE I: BUILDING A NETWORK OF LAYER 2 PEER-TO-PEER VPN NODES
Our first goal is to develop a decentralized node network, by using TLC Layer 2 Peer-to-Peer VPN technologies
(L2P2P), Ethereum blockchain, smart contracts, state-channels, decentralized database solutions, privacy
ensuring compatibility with coins based on existing Ethereum blockchain network.
This will be achieved throughout the development of Phase I, which is made up of 3 different stages (see section 3.
Roadmap). At the end of the 3rd Stage of Phase I, a completely distributed and open source VPN network with all
its functions also decentralized will be released. No single point of failure will be possible from this time forward.

1.4.2 PHASE II: TLC SAFECONNECT NETWORK EXPANSION
In this phase, TLC will promote and market TLC SafeConnect Network to the overall blockchain community. Both
public and fully private nodes (institutional and enterprise) will be solicited as well as engagement and incentives
offered to independent node operators.

1.4.3 PHASE III: L2P2P PROTOCOL - AS STANDARD
In Phase III - our vision is to provide a keyed set of APIs for developers to plug into the L2P2P network. The
TLC protocol will eventually become a combination of different elements united into a coherent system.
Once complete, this Protocol will ensure that node functionality and reporting be extended by third parties.
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1.5 TOKENS
The Invisible Internet can support multiple blockchains. One example is the TLC Secure Private Blockchain, which
will be capable of generating multiple ERC20 utillity tokens. The test network consists of a fork from Ethereum
(ETH) open source adding integral peer-to-peer encryption.
Tokens offered for sale and trading will be Invisible Internet (NVIS) tokens on the public Ethereum Mainnet.
A method of redeeming or exchanging tokens on the TLC Secure Private Blockchain for NVIS tokens will be
implemented as a future capability.

1.5.1 TOKEN USE MODEL
The ecosystem for token use is:
End Users TSN will pay users with NVIS tokens for access. They may purchase NVIS for premium content
and services.
● Miners Earn various utility tokens on the TLC Secure Private Blockchain from PoW
● Node Operators will be given NVIS incentives to add nodes/recruit other operators of other blockchains.
Participants of the TLC Token Sale will gain access to tokens which will form the foundation for all
transactions happening within the network.
●

Node owners who run their nodes will be incentivized for their support of the network. In such a way node
owner will essentially act as a miner, with reward coming in NVIS token form. This differs from the typical
blockchains which typically don’t reward node operators and miners are only rewarded either for their
computing power (Proof of Work), or ownership of the currency (Proof of Stake). NVIS tokens will also be
awarded based on the monthly hours of operation.
NOTE: The incentives promote the expansion of the TLC SafeConnect Network. TLC will consider the
possibility of giving NVIS node operators an added benefit of sharing in network services fee for each
transaction in the TLC SafeConnect Network with payments being conducted in currencies other than NVIS.
In this sense, node owners would be part of a “pool”. The per-transaction fee would be miniscule
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Token Usage Model

1.5.2 TOKEN DIFFERENTIATION
The network we are building will have opportunities for various levels of development by entrepreneurs and
communities after it has been deployed. The Network will also be open to applications to make censorship
less effective, ways to make payments easier and more efficient and new networking related services to be
made available by reusing infrastructure and protocols developed by TLC. See 1.3.3 Competitive Analysis for
comparison to similar services.
VPN-like services on the TLC network will be available early into Phase I. VPN service provided by the
Network in this stage will be comparable with and improve upon existing Virtual Private Networking services.
TLC market model will result in creating a VPN service which is both competitive and almost infinitely
scalable, giving other entities (e.g. other VPN providers or app developers) an option to buy VPN service from
TLC, integrating it into their solutions. This competitiveness comes from the open nature of the network and
the ease with which anyone can earn money by joining it as a VPN service provider. Further improvements
and new applications will follow in later stages.

2. TOKEN MECHANISM
2.1 TOKEN CREATION
The Invisible Internet tokens (NVIS) will be created January 2018. These will be standard ERC20 tokens on the
Ethereum Mainnet, with a pre-mined supply.

2.1.1 TOKEN SPECIFICATION
The ICO itself will be for NVIS tokens only. . Ultimately, the 10 million NVIS tokens will be distributed pro-rata to
those who hold credits.
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The rate varies by currency and has several tiers, given in section 2.4.4.
Token Specification

Description

Token Name

Invisible Internet

Token Symbol

NVIS

Token Type

ERC20

Token Issuer

TLC Secure, Inc.

Total Supply

100,000,000 (fixed)

Mining

Mining may be used as a bounty, but will not increase
the total supply

Token utility

Internal crypto-currency for access and commerce for
premium content and services.

2.2. TOKEN SALE
TLC Token Creation will commence on Q2FY18 .
1. The pre-ICO will raise funding in ETH, BTC, BCH, or other currency, including crypto currency from
buyers. They purchase tokens directly, compliant with KYC/AML. The pre-ICO will offer 2.5 million
NVIS tokens @ $1 (equivalent ETH) each. Purchaser funds remain in an ICO escrow wallet.
2. If our Soft Cap is met (minimum 500 ETH equivalent), we would close escrow and transfer the
earnings to a company wallet. From there, we distribute a portion of the funds to our team (TLC
stockholders, contributors and legal). The balance of the money would remain in the company
escrow wallet for operations, The company would periodically draw from that wallet as needed for
operations (converting the draw to US dollars via exchanges such as Coinbase, Bittrex, or Poloniex).
3. The NVIS Blockchain is made and tokens pre-mined.. These transactions will be on the permanent
blockchain ledger. The 2.5 million pre-ICO NVIS coins will then be in circulation.
4. Now that we have backed funding, we can list our remaining NVIS currency on the exchanges with a
(Soft) market cap defined by the pre-ICO. The total number of coins available will be 100,000,000 less
the pre-ICO distribution.

2.3 ICO
●

Before Soft Cap is reached, 1 USD = 1.2 NVIS (ETH price per NVIS will be determined 3 hours before
Token Creation Event).

●

After Soft Cap is reached (72 hours period), 1 USD = 1 NVIS.

2.4 TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
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The following table reflects the amount of the token supply allocated for pre-ICO(s) and ICO.
NVIS token distribution

NVIS

Percentage

Total supply

100,000,000

100%

Presale (50% discount)

5,000,000

5%

Token sale (private, pre-ICO)

10,000,000

10%

Token sale (public, ICO)

25,000,000

25%

Bounties and advisors

5,000,000

5%

Phase I Team and planned employees (see Use of
Funds)

20,000,000

20%

Phase II Reserve for Future Expansion (locked for
12 months)

25,000,000

25%

Founders (locked for 12 months)

10,000,000

10%

3. ROADMAP
3.1. USE OF FUNDS
Funds raised during the Token Creation will be used solely for the refinement and expansion of the TLC
SafeConnect Network. The following distribution of funds is preliminary, and is subject to change.

3.1.1. CORE DEVELOPMENT – 40%
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Core development will involve the development of the technology as described in this document. This
includes: TLC node network, integration of VPN protocols, smart contract systems, supporting protocols and
services, end user applications, etc.

3.1.2. OPERATIONAL – 25%
This covers the necessary costs incurred for a functional system. This includes: hosting and infrastructure
costs, staffing, outsourcing, management and other related expenses.

3.1.3. MARKETING AND SALES – 25%
Marketing costs will be used for partnerships development and direct consumer marketing. Sales costs will
largely be incurred by direct B2B sales to businesses selling TLC as a platform solution.

3.1.4. LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE – 10%
There are legal costs associated with privacy protection and fighting censorship. The legal costs might vary
from region to region.

3.2. DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP
The whole development is spread out into distinct phases starting with Phase I and Phase II. Each phase is
further divided into several internal stages.

3.2.1. PHASE I
Goal of this Phase is to adapt our existing decentralized VPN technology for secure blockchain
communications.
Phase I components:
●

Discovery mechanism - node and customer matchmaking smart contracts;

●

Smart contract managing TLC Identity;

●

Payment mechanism - a combination of state channels and smart contracts clearing payments;

●

VPN Node protocol and libraries - the “workhorse” of the network, providing the actual VPN service
to customers;

●

Node applications - native node applications built for major operating systems, capable of running
TLC protocol and providing VPN service to customers;

●

Client applications - allowing end users to connect to the network as VPN customers;

●

Interface into the Network for third party applications.
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Achieving this will take 3 stages to complete.
STAGE 1
Goal of this stage is to launch a Decentralized node network, leaving certain elements centralized for speed,
security and learning purposes.
Development goals for Stage 1:
●

Smart contract for clearing payments;

●

TLC Client V1.0 - developed for 3 major operating systems, including Linux;

●

TLC Safeconnect on major operating systems for computers and smartphones;

●

TLC central server overseeing node Discovery, Identity management and Micro payment accounting
processes;

●

Node network deployment and initial testing.

STAGE 2
Goal of this stage is to integrate additional VPN protocols into the node and work further towards
decentralization
●

TLC Node V2.0 & Client V2.0 - adding new protocols, developed for major operating systems,
integrating with new smart contracts;

●

Smart contracts for Discovery and optional Identity Management;

●

Simplified Decentralized payment system with Micro Payment accounting processes;

●

Marketing.

STAGE 3
Goal of this stage is complete decentralization, with removal of central server role as oversight and
management position, moving to decentralized infrastructure.
●

Removal of Central servers;

●

Smart contract performing Micro Payment accounting;

●

TLC Node and Client V3.0 - State channel integration, removal of all ties to central server connection;

●

Interface into the network for third party applications

●

B2B Sales and Marketing;

Once initial technology is in place and a Decentralized node network is functional - TLC will open up for various
third-party services to be built on top of this network.
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According to our calculations, $6M is enough to develop a fully decentralized and open network, fully
operational and without a single point of failure..

3.2.2. PHASE II
Goal of Phase II is to develop TLC protocol as standard VPN API with user messaging APIs through the
Network of TLC Nodes - providing complete end to end encryption, peer-to-peer. Additional plans for XMSS
Quantum Resistant Digital Signatures in wallets is anticipated.
If we are able to raise at least $9M USD during this token creation, we will have enough funds to finish and
refine the complete Phase I items. Once that is done, we will research, design, plan, start developing and
implementing Phase II protocols.

3.2.3 PHASE III
There are multiple streams of revenue planned for Phase III:
Software as a Service – TLC will charge a licensing fee for certain developer APIs and infrastructure.
Professional Services TLC will build custom projects for enterprise clients. Partnering possibilities include
IBM, Deloitte, and Gem. Other services may include White Hat wallet security testing and cybersecurity
audits.
Flat Fees & Transaction Fees – TLC can charge a subscription fee or a transaction fee on activity in the
network, particularly if we host (see SLA).
Service Level Agreements - Some businesses build platforms and host infrastructure for enterprise
customers. We may offer a SLA for uptime and maintenance.
Cryptocurrency market growth - The management holds a significant amount of the NVIS cryptocurrency. As
Market Cap increases, TLC may periodically sell from its supply of tokens to raise revenue.
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4. TLC SECURE ARCHITECTURE
Although the code for TLC Secure is substantially developed, the architecture for the secure blockchain
network will undergo changes and refinements as more nodes and blockchain communities are added.
Therefore, we expect the architecture described in this section to change over time.

4.1. OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
VPN service consumer find and pay service providers in TLC SafeConnect Network by using built-in smart
contract based Identity, Service Discovery and Payment services. The network itself is cloaked, and nodes use
the Ethereum blockchain for censorship resilient distributed storage and transactional processing needs. The
TLC SafeConnect Network will use Registered Identities to enable means of creating limited trust when
engaging with services and account payments.

Illustration: Cloaked TLC SafeConnect Network (may contain many other blockchains)
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All parties who have their identity registered on The TLC SafeConnect Network can announce VPN services
(compatible with the network's VPN service protocols) along with the payment terms for these services.
Other users of the network will be able to find services matching their specific needs (location, price, etc.)
and use search results to establish a connection to selected VPN service providers and use the announced
services. A consumer of VPN service and VPN service providers will exchange several messages to negotiate
the payment terms (e.g. service metering granularity) and technical information necessary to establish the
secured VPN session. During this negotiation, a consumer of the service will make a promise to pay for some
amount for services to be received in advance and this promise will be updated by the consumer every time
an extension of service is desired. The VPN service provider later will use this promise to clear payment via
smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain. If the consumer's balance held in the network's deposit account
is sufficient then the promised amount of NVIS tokens will be transferred from the consumer’s deposit
account to the service provider's account.

4.1.1. CORE COMPONENTS
1. Ethereum allows the TLC SafeConnect Network to run decentralized code with smart contracts,
enabling reliable services and payment handling.
2. Identity service and database of registered identities will be added to ensure the proper identity
acknowledgement between client and service provider.
3. Discovery service and database of available services will be created to announce VPN services
availability.
4. Payment service and database of balances will be developed to secure promise-based
micropayments for services.

4.2. MVP TEST NETWORK
The current TLC SafeConnect Network already in operation is a pilot program with “supernodes” in the US
(California, Miami), Canada (Toronto), Japan (Tokyo) France (Paris) and Netherlands (Amsterdam). All
communicate peer-to-peer with Layer 2 encryption (see screenshot below from Google Maps). Each
supernode is also a node in the TSN Ethereum private blockchain. These nodes are cloaked and inaccessible
via public Internet. The automatic provisioning (zero-config) of new nodes is managed by a port and API,
which maintains the database of available devices. Currently, there are roughly 200 edge nodes from a
bounty participation.
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Screenshot: Test Network Topology
The centers have the capacity to bootstrap thousands of edge nodes. Thereafter, the edge nodes
communicate with each other autonomously.

4.2.1 CRYPTOGRAPHIC MECHANISMS
Because of computation costs and limitations of running long computations on Ethereum Virtual Machine,
the cryptographic mechanisms backing the registered identities technically will use EVM's built-in
implementations of keccak256 hashing, ECDSA signature verification and identifier recovery functions. A key
pair and an identifier used behind the identity are technically identical to the cryptologic security artifacts
behind Ethereum’s external account. A TLC key pair should not be reused to hold value in Ethereum
blockchain.

4.2.2 TYPES OF SERVICES
There will be one type of VPN service available on the TLC SafeConnect Network, Layer 2 Peer-to-Peer
(L2P2P). IP tunneling, and Socks proxy style services have known vulnerabilities and will not be implemented.
Other kinds of networking-related services such as VPN DHCP may follow. Node capabilities may be
advertised as a separate service. Nodes durably store all proposals they announce and still regard as valid.
Nodes may support multiple types of VPN services. Every service type has to be valid. The valid proposal is a
proposal of service the provider is willing to deliver on terms defined in the qualitative description.

4.3. PLATFORM LAYERS
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The TLC SafeConnect Network will be composed of four primary layers (from bottom up): The Connection
Layer, Security Layer, Community Layer and Blockchain Services.

The bottom-up description of the layers are in the following subsections.

4.3.1 CONNECTION LAYER
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This is based on Richard Andrews’1 N2N VPN2. There are supernodes, and edge nodes, as depicted below:

The edge nodes send a request to the supernodes, which registers, their MAC address and sends an IP lease
confirmation to set an IP on the edge. The process is similar to DHCP. Thereafter the edges have layer 2 peer-topeer communications directly with other edge nodes

4.3.2 SECURITY LAYER
The Security Layer provides:
●

Compression

1

Advisor to TLC.

2

(http://luca.ntop.org/n2n.pdf
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Encryption w. Bruce Schneier’s3 Two-Fish 128-bit encryption, which is:
o Fast, unbroken
o Non-proprietary, royalty-free
Planned:
●

●
●
●
●

Replace shared key model
Propagate firewall rules from supernode to edge nodes
Based on Tom Eastep’s4 Shorewall (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shorewall)
Use 256-bit keys (faster than Rijndael)

4.3.3 COMMMUNITY LAYER
The Community Layer provide Namespaces for Blockchain identification or grouping. It avoids address collisions
and provides additional node classification. For public-private nodes, community names can be made of acronyms
derived from the cryptocurrency trading name, e.g. BTC, BCC, ETH, ETC, LTC, DASH, etc.

There are over 16 million potential cloaked edge nodes per supernode. If IPv6 addressing is used, there are
18,446,744,073,709,551,616 potential addresses. The VPN communities can cloak every blockchain node in
existence.

3

Advisor to TLC.

4

Advisor to TLC.
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Planned:
●
●

Community / Blockchain Specific APIs
IPv6 VPN node addressing.

4.3.4 BLOCKCHAIN SERVICES
This layer consists of blockchain applications and APIs, including:
Private Blockchain Cloaking
Public-Private Gateways, to allow nodes in larger blockchains like Bitcoin to be cloaked and joined to the
TLC SafeConnect Network
● Cloud Sync / Backup with third-party services, for blockchain storage and recovery, including:
o Amazon Cloud Drive
o Google Drive
● Mining Services / Pools
● Wallet Services (web, smartphone)
The NVIS blockchain implementation preserves the Dagger-Hashimoto algorithm to facilitate modified ethminer
software for ASIC resistant Proof-of-Work mining in addition to Proof-of-Stake. Similarly, a security enhanced fork
of the open-ethereum-pool will be a representative service for pool operators. Bootstrap nodes will follow the
Kademlia protocol to publish active neighbor secure nodes in the community for new nodes. Thereafter, each
node will use a peer discovery sequence (such as RLPx ) to find its neighbors.
●
●

5. CONTACT
To reach us visit our website at NVIS.info or http://tlcsecure.com

6. REFERENCES
Ref 1 – IBM Blockchain basics: Introduction to distributed ledgers, Brakeville, Perepa, et al
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/cloud/library/cl-blockchain-basics-intro-bluemix-trs/index.html
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Ref 2 – Common (Bitcoin) Vulnerabilities and Exposures
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Common_Vulnerabilities_and_Exposures
Ref 3 – Bitcoin Unlimited cyberattack
https://dcebrief.com/attackers-exploit-bitcoin-unlimited-vulnerability/
Ref 4 – SANS Which backdoors live on which ports?
https://www2.sans.org/security-resources/idfaq/which-backdoors-live-on-which-ports/8/4
Ref 5 – N2N A Layer Two Peer-to-Peer VPN
http://luca.ntop.org/n2n.pdf
Ref 6 – Kademlia: A peer-to-peer Information System Based on the XOR Metric
https://pdos.csail.mit.edu/~petar/papers/maymounkov-kademlia-lncs.pdf
Reg 7 – RLPx: Cryptographic Network & Transport Protocol
https://github.com/ethereum/devp2p/blob/master/rlpx.md
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LEGAL NOTICE
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS AS WELL AS THE “TOKEN SALE AGREEMENT”
(TSA) AND THE “TOKEN REDEMPTION TERMS & CONDITIONS” (TSA REDEMPTION SECTION)
CAREFULLY.
TLC Secure, Inc. (herein “Operating Company”), is a software company headquartered in California,
USA. TLC is designated to implement the development of technology known as “Invisible Internet”
(trademark 87681181).
Any token sales and distribution are between Mascot Enterprises (herein “Token Issuer”), a business in
Karachi, Pakistan, and you, as a Participant, and in relation to any sale and purchase, of Invisible
Internet (NVIS) tokens (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed by only a separate
document, the NVIS Token Sale Agreement (TSA), setting out the applicable terms & conditions. Any
agreement as between Mascot and you as a Participant, and in relation to any redemption of NVIS (as
referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed by only a separate document, the NVIS TSA, setting
out the applicable terms & conditions. The NVIS TSA are subject to constantly update. In the event of
any inconsistencies between any of these TSAs and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail. The TSA
is available to prospective buyers.

No part of this Whitepaper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated without including this section
and the following sections entitled “Legal Nature of NVIS and of this Whitepaper”, “Disclaimer of
Liability”, “No Representations and Warranties”, “Cautionary Note On Forward-Looking Statements”,
“Market and Industry Information and No Consent of Other Persons”, “Terms Used”, “No Advice”, “No
Further Information or Update”, “Restrictions On Distribution and Dissemination”, “No Offer of Securities
or Registration” and “Risks and Uncertainties”.

LEGAL NATURE OF NVIS AND OF THIS WHITEPAPER
NVIS are not intended to constitute securities or any other form of capital investment product in any
jurisdiction. They do not grant any rights in any company, dividends, payment of any interest, profit
participation or any other remuneration for the provision of capital. They only represent the claim for
performance of the Participant (and its successor) against Mascot in relation to goods and services
offered from time to time by Mascot against NVIS. Those services are subject to change in the sole
discretion of Mascot and roughly described in this Whitepaper.
This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort. It is not intended to
constitute an offer for sale of, nor an invitation for an offer to purchase or subscribe for, NVIS in general
and securities or any other form of capital investment product in particular. This Whitepaper is also not
intended to constitute a solicitation for investment in securities or any other form of capital investment
product in any jurisdiction.
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DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, Mascot shall not be
liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or
otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising
out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof.

NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
Mascot does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or
undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or
undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this
Whitepaper. The only binding documents are the TSA and the NVIS TSA.

CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
The statements contained in this Whitepaper may include statements of future expectations and other
forward-looking statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and
involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or
events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. Some of these
statements can be identified by forward-looking terms such as “aim”, “target”, “anticipate”, “believe”,
“could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “possible”, “probable”, “project”, “should”,
“would”, “will” or other similar terms. However, these terms are not the exclusive means of identifying
forward-looking statements. All statements regarding Mascot’s financial position, business strategies,
plans and prospects and the future prospects of the industry which Mascot is in are forward-looking
statements. These forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements as to revenue
and profitability, prospects, future plans, other expected industry trends and other matters discussed in
this Whitepaper regarding Mascot are matters that are not historic facts, but only predictions. These
forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may
cause the actual future results, performance or achievements of Mascot or it’s Operating Companies to
be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expected, expressed or
implied by such forward-looking statements. These factors include, amongst others:

a. changes in political, social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market conditions, and the
regulatory environment in the countries in which Mascot conducts its businesses and operations;

b. the risk that the Operating Company may be unable or execute or implement their respective
business strategies and future plans;

c. changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies;
d. changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of Invisible Internet;
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e. changes in the availability and fees payable in connection with its businesses and operations;
f. changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by the Operating Company
to maintain its businesses and operations;

g. changes in preferences of customers of Mascot;
h. changes in competitive conditions under which Mascot Operating Companies operate, and their
ability to compete under such conditions;

i.

changes in the future capital needs of the Operating Companies and the availability of financing
and capital to fund such needs;

j.

war or acts of international or domestic terrorism;

k. occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that affect the businesses
and/or operations of Mascot;

l.

other factors beyond the control of Mascot; and

m. any risk and uncertainties associated with Mascot and their businesses and operations, the NVIS
tokens and the Whitepaper.
All forward-looking statements made by or attributable to Mascot or persons acting on behalf of Mascot
are expressly qualified in their entirety by such factors. Given that risks and uncertainties that may
cause the actual future results, performance or achievements of Mascot to be materially different from
that expected, expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements in this Whitepaper, undue
reliance must not be placed on these statements. These forward-looking statements are applicable only
as of the date of this Whitepaper.
Neither Mascot nor any other party represents, warrants and/or undertakes that the actual future results,
performance or achievements of the Invisible Internet will be as discussed in those forward-looking
statements. The actual results, performance or achievements may differ materially from those
anticipated in these forward-looking statements.
Nothing contained in this Whitepaper is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or
undertaking as to the future performance or policies of Mascot and the Operating Companies.
Further, Mascot disclaims any responsibility to update any of those forward-looking statements or
publicly announce any revisions to those forward-looking statements to reflect future developments,
events or circumstances, even if new information becomes available or other events occur in the future.
The same applies to statements made in press releases or in any place accessible by the public and
oral statements that may be made by Mascot or its directors, executive officers or employees acting on
behalf of Mascot or the Operating Companies.
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MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION AND NO CONSENT OF OTHER PERSONS
This Whitepaper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have been obtained from
internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market research, publicly available
information and industry publications. Such surveys, reports, studies, market research, publicly
available information and publications generally state that the information that they contain has been
obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or
completeness of such included information.
Save for the Operating Company and its directors, executive officers and employees, no person has
provided his or her consent to the inclusion of his or her name and/or other information attributed or
perceived to be attributed to such person in connection therewith in this Whitepaper and no
representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or
completeness of such information by such person and such persons shall not be obliged to provide any
updates on the same.
While the Operating Company has taken reasonable actions to ensure that the information is extracted
accurately and in its proper context, no independent review of the information extracted from third party
sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or ascertained the underlying
economic assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, neither Mascot or the Operating Company
nor its directors, executive officers and employees acting on their behalf makes any representation or
warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and shall not be obliged to provide any
updates on the same.

TERMS USED
To facilitate a better understanding of the NVIS being offered for purchase by Mascot, and the
businesses and operations of the Operating Company, certain technical terms and abbreviations, as
well as, in certain instances, their descriptions, have been used in this Whitepaper. These descriptions
and assigned meanings should not be treated as being definitive of their meanings and may not
correspond to standard industry meanings or usage.
Words importing the singular shall, where applicable, include the plural and vice versa and words
importing the masculine gender shall, where applicable, include the feminine and neuter genders and
vice versa. References to persons shall include corporations.

NO ADVICE
This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any solicitation
of any offer by Mascot to purchase any NVIS tokens nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its
presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision.
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No information in this Whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal, financial or tax advice
regarding Mascot, the NVIS and the Token Sale (each as referred to in the Whitepaper). Each potential
Participant should consult its own legal, financial, tax or other professional adviser regarding Mascot
and its businesses and operations, the NVIS and the Whitepaper. You should be aware that you may be
required to bear the financial risk of any purchase of NVIS for an indefinite period of time.

NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR UPDATE
No person has been or is authorized to give any information or representation not contained in this
Whitepaper in connection with Mascot and its businesses and operations, the NVIS and the Token Sale
as referred to in the Whitepaper) and, if given, such information or representation must not be relied
upon as having been authorized by or on behalf of Mascot. The shall not, under any circumstances,
constitute a continuing representation or create any suggestion or implication that there has been no
change, or development reasonably likely to involve a material change in the affairs, conditions and
prospects of Mascot or in any statement of fact or information contained in this Whitepaper since the
date hereof.

RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION
The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted
by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction
applies, everybody has to inform oneself about, and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable to
the possession of this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be) at one’s own expense and
without liability to Mascot or its Operating Companies.
Persons to whom a copy of this Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or
who otherwise have the Whitepaper in their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons,
reproduce or otherwise distribute this Whitepaper or any information contained herein for any purpose
whatsoever nor permit or cause the same to occur.

NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION
This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or any other form of capital investment product or
offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or any other form of
capital investment product or a solicitation for investment in securities or any other form of capital
investment product in any jurisdiction. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal
commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this
Whitepaper. Any agreement in relation to any sale and purchase of NVIS (as referred to in this
Whitepaper) is to be governed by only the TSA of such agreement and no other document. In the event
of any inconsistencies between the TSA and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail.
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Persons are not eligible and are not to purchase any NVIS in the Token Sale (as referred to in this
Whitepaper) if they are citizens, residents (tax or otherwise) or green card holders of the United States
of America, People’s Republic of China Korea, Islamic Republic of Pakistan or any other geographic
area in which the purchase of NVIS is prohibited by applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, or
administrative act.
This Whitepaper has not been filed with or approved by any regulatory authority. No regulatory authority
has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper, nor was such
examination or approval sought. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this
Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been
complied with.

RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES
The purchase of the NVIS token is associated with significant risks and may lead to the loss of the
contributed amount. There is no income, earning or return related to NVIS. The tradability of NVIS is
unclear and might be very limited.
Mascot and its businesses and Operating Companies, the NVIS and the Token Sale (each as referred
to in this Whitepaper) are subject to risks and uncertainties. In particular, economic and
political/regulatory risks may influence the NVIS and the further business of Mascot and the usage of
NVIS (up to the non-tradability and worthlessness).
Prospective Participants of NVIS Token Sales (as referred to in this Whitepaper) should carefully
consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated with Mascot and its businesses and
Operating Companies, the NVIS and the Token Sale (each as referred to in the Whitepaper), all
information set out in this Whitepaper and the TSAs prior to any purchase of NVIS. If any of such risks
and uncertainties develops into actual events, the business, financial condition, results of operations
and prospects of Mascot could be materially and adversely affected. In such cases, Participants may
lose all or part of the value of the NVIS.

IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT
YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).
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